Straw Poll #a

Which metrics are key in .1au evaluation of proposed mechanisms (20 in room)

Metric:
- Buffer size: 12
- Aggregate Utilization: 15
- Fairness: 2
- Max-min fairness: 2
- Proportional fairness: 1
- Convergence time: 15
- Flow completion time: 6
- Drop episodes: 12
- Implementation complexity: 19
Straw Poll #b

What is the preferred notification mechanism that 1au should use

- Forward: 2
- Backward: 9
- Both forward and backward: 11
Straw Poll #c

- Should .1au use a new tag on data packet:
  - yes: 0
  - no: 14
  - Abstain: 7
Straw Poll #d

Should .1au use probing:

- yes: 8
- no: 4
- Abstain: 9
Straw Poll #e

Are you ready to choose a proposal for .1au? :

- Yes: 9
- No: 7
- Abstain: 1
Straw Poll #f

- Proposals that should be considered further in .1au? :
  - ECM: 5
  - E2CM: 10
  - FECN: 4
  - QCN: 16